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Abstract
In machine learning, we study and build algorithms designed to leverage
data to improve performance on a set of tasks. Some approaches, such as
modern deep networks, explicitly learn internal representations of the data.
Other approaches, such as support vector machines, do not explicitly learn
such internal representations. We introduce “Partition and Decode” (P&D),
a framework that formalizes an implicit internal representation of a large
number of supervised and unsupervised machine learning methods, includ-
ing decision trees and forests (including gradient boosting trees), and deep
networks. The key realization is that each of these approaches explicitly or
implicitly partitions feature space into parts, and therefore, the training data
can be encoded by which part it resides in. Moreover, we empirically demon-
strate that our new complexity metric based on some matrix norm of the
internal representation correlates more strongly with the generalization gap
than previously proposed measures, while also being able to be applied to
non-deep learning-based approaches.
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Over the last six decades, computing systems have become an indispensable
part of our lives. We use them in virtually all sectors to boost productivity
by thousands of times, thus saving huge amounts of human working hours.
They are highly utilized in numerous fields such as health, enhancing our day-
to-day activities and life quality. As the technology advances, people depend
increasingly on computers and algorithms in daily routine. This attainment
is mainly because of the ability of modern computers to process excessively
large amounts of data, availability of efficient algorithms, and the growing
capability of computing systems.
As a result of these significant advances, machine learning systems are
able to perform complex tasks by learning directly from examples, data,
and experience, rather than following pre-programmed step-by-step rules.
Therefore, recent years have witnessed prominence of machine intelligence,
and the promises to save lives, address global challenges, and boost the global
economy through increasing productivity; while doing so it also enhances our
health, productivity, and well-being.
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Deep networks (DNs) and decision forests (DFs) are the two dominant
state-of-the-art learning methods in modern machine learning, each with
its own theoretical and computational benefits. Deep networks, on the one
hand, empirically outperform all other methods on structured data problems
with large data corpora, such as images (Krizhevsky, Sutskever, and Hinton,
2012), text (Brown et al., 2020), speech (Zhang et al., 2020), and autonomous
control (Statt, 2019). A structured data sample is any sample in which the
relative position of features matters, so that permuting the feature indices
discards some of the information. For example, to encode a 1-dimensional
image one requires the relative two-dimensional position of each pixel (which
are the feature indices), as well as the magnitudes. Permuting the feature
indices discards information about the image, in fact, it discards 2/3’s of the
content.
Ensemble methods, on the other hand, empirically outperform all other
methods on unstructured or tabular data problems, which are common in
biomedical applications for example. More specifically, random forests and
gradient boosting trees have dominated all other methods in papers compar-
ing various methods on real datasets (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006;
Caruana, Karampatziakis, and Yessenalina, 2008; Fernández-Delgado et al.,
2014), as well as real-world competitions (Chen and Guestrin, 2016).
The fact that these two approaches dominate in complementary settings
have motivated a number of efforts to combine the best of both worlds. For
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example, (Patel, Nguyen, and Baraniuk, 2015) pointed out that under cer-
tain assumptions, both DN and DF can be cast as max-sum message pass-
ing networks. More recently, others combined deep networks with random
forests (Zhou and Feng, 2018), or made random forests differentiable (Shen
et al., 2019), or used other techniques to make random forests end-to-end
trainable (Carreira-Perpinan and Tavallali, 2018; Hehn and Hamprecht, 2019).
Moreover, Priebe et al., 2020 studied the relationship between the internal
representations that the two approaches learn. We extend the work by intro-
ducing "Partition and Decode" (P&D), a framework that formalizes an implicit
internal representation of such learning methods. The key realization is that
these approaches explicitly or implicitly partitions feature space into parts, and
therefore, the training data can be encoded by which part it resides in. In this
thesis, we illustrate the commonalities of their representations, and leverage
such commonalities to explain certain phenomena, such as the double descent
paradox. We close by demonstrating a complexity measure based on matrix
norm of the internal representation strongly correlates with generalization
than existing state-of-the-art complexity measures.
3
Chapter 2
Background and Related Works
2.1 Classification
Classification involves taking set of observations or input data and assigning it
with corresponding class labels. The task is to design a classification procedure
by training a model based on annotated data that will serve as a means for
estimating the class of new observations. The classical statistical formulation
of the classification problem consists of
(X, Y), (X1, Y1), · · · , (Xn, Yn) iid∼ FXY,
where Tn = {(Xi, Yi)}ni=1 is the training data and (X, Y) represents the to-
be-classified test observation X with unobserved class label Y. We consider
the simplest setting in which a feature X ⊆ ℜd (the space of feature vectors)
and Y is a class label in {0, 1}. The goal is to learn a classification rule gn =
g(·; Tn) that maps the feature vectors to class labels such that the probability
of incorrect classification L(gn) = P[g(X; Tn) ̸= Y|Tn] is small. An optimal
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and L∗ = L(g∗) is the Bayes optimal probability of misclassification.
Stone’s Theorem for universally consistent classification (Stone, 1977; De-
vroye, Györfi, and Lugosi, 1997) demonstrates, loosely speaking, that a suc-
cessful classifier can be constructed by first partitioning the input space into
cells – the partition depends on n – such that the number of training data points
in each cell goes to infinity but slowly in n, and then estimating the posterior
η(x) = P[Y = 1|X = x] locally by voting based on the training class labels
associated with the training feature vectors in cell C(x) ⊂ ℜd in which the test
observation falls. That is, letting S(x) = {X1, · · · , Xn} ∩ C(x) be the subset
of Xi’s falling in cell C(x), and letting N(x) = |S(x)| = ∑i I{Xi ∈ C(x)}
be the cardinality of this set, we consider the posterior estimate ˆ︁η(x) =
(1/N(x))∑i:Xi∈C(x) I{Yi = 1}. Then, under some technical conditions on
the manner of choosing the sequence of partitions Pn = {Cn,1, · · · , Cn,Kn}, the
plug-in rule g(X; Tn) = I{ˆ︁η(X) > 1/2} is universally consistent: L(gn) → L∗
almost surely for any FXY.
In the context of our formal definition of the classification problem, we
provide a unified description of the two dominant methods, i.e. the decision
forests (DF) and the deep networks (DN).
5
2.2 Decision Forests
Decision forests, including random forests and gradient boosting trees, are
ensemble of decision trees that demonstrate state-of-the-art performance in a
variety of machine learning settings. Forests have typically been implemented
as ensembles of axis-aligned decision trees – trees that split along canonical
feature dimensions only – but modern extensions employ axis-oblique splits
(Breiman, 2001; Criminisi and Shotton, 2013; Athey, Tibshirani, and Wager,
2019; Tomita et al., 2020). Learning a decision tree from training data is
essentially learning a hierarchical, tree-structured partitioning of the input
space and then learning to estimate the label within each leaf node. During
inference, we simply traverse down the decision tree from the root to the leaf
node and classify.
A more formal definition of decision forests is: given the training data Tn,
each tree t in a forest constructs a partition Pn,t by successively splitting the
input space based on a subset of the data and then choosing a hyperplane
split at each node based on a subset of the data using some split criterion that
maximizes a measure of information gain. A classical approach is minimizing
impurity, such as the Gini impurity score: a number between 0 and 0.5 that
indicates the likelihood of incorrect classification. A leaf node is created
when the partition reaches a stopping criterion, i.e. no features result in any
information gain, the impurity score is below a threshold or has less than a
minimum number of observations (Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman, 2001).
The details provide ample fodder for myriad implementations. However, it is
not straight-forward to depict the visualization of input space ℜd for d > 2,
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but Figure 2.1 illustrates the idea.
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Figure 2.1: A tree in the forest. Given the random subset Tn,t of the training data
allocated to tree t, the root node (red) performs a hyperplane split of ℜd based on a
random subset of dimensions; the two daughter nodes (green and blue) split their
respective partition cells based on a separate random subset of dimensions allocated
to each node; etc. In the end, this tree results in a partition of ℜd with the leaf
nodes corresponding to partition cells for which training data class labels yield local
posterior estimates. The forest classifies the test observation feature vector X by
voting over trees using the cells Cn,t(X) in which X falls. Adapted from (Priebe et al.,
2020).
The depth of each tree is the length of the unique path from the root to the
deepest leaf. It is a function of n and involves a tradeoff between leaf purity
and regularization to avoid overfitting. Hence, each tree of the forest results
in a partition Pn,t of ℜd and each partition cell, i.e. leaf nodes in every tree,
admits a posterior estimate ˆ︁ηn,t,j = (1/Nn,t,j)∑i:Xi∈Cn,t,j I{Yi = 1} based on
the class labels of the training data feature vectors that fall into cell Cn,t,j.
The conceit of the forest is that of resampling: by choosing a separate subset
Tn,t of the training data for each tree t, the ensemble forest posterior estimate
is superior to that of any individual tree. Regardless, the overall classifier is
seen to be a partition and vote scheme, and under appropriate conditions on
7
the manner of choosing the partitions Pn,t we have L(gDFn ) → L∗.
2.3 Deep Networks
Deep networks (DN) are extraordinarily popular and successful in modern
machine learning (LeCun, Bengio, and Hinton, 2015; Sze et al., 2017; Montúfar
et al., 2014; Montúfar, 2017). It became the leading technology behind numer-
ous quantum leaps in many fields. The general and robust ability of learning
representations from raw data is the main reason why it has opened the door
to a broader range of applications, whose complexity of the phenomenon was
even unimaginable to solve a few decades ago.
The term "Deep" corresponds to the deep multi-layer architecture of feed-
forward network learning deep hierarchies of learned features, which is cru-
cial, specifically for high-dimensional raw data. Every layer constitutes an
elementary affine transformation of the output of the previous layer and a
non-linear activation function. In theory, such architecture is expected to allow
the model to approximate any function of interest to some degree of accu-
racy (Hornik, Stinchcombe, and White, 1989). The output layer of the structure
represents the space of desired outputs, which depends on the function the
network estimates. For instance, binary classification can be represented by a
singular value and multi-class classification by a vector of probabilities.
As already mentioned, a sequence of linear layers (affine mappings), each
followed by a non-linear activation function forms the standard DN model.
More formally, we can denote the input vector by X, hidden linear layers by
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ℓi, activation functions by σi, and the output layer by o, thus, a d-layer feed-
forward network can be expressed as a function composition in the following
way:
X̃d = ℓ0 ◦ σ0 ◦ ℓ1 ◦ σ1 ◦ · · · ℓd−1 ◦ σd−1 ◦ o(X),
where ◦ denotes functional composition and X̃d is the result obtained by the
d-layer feed-forward network.
Linear layers in these notations are simply the following matrix operation:
ℓi = (X̃
T
i−1Wi−1 + bi) , where the matrix W is called neural weights, and
b is the vector of biases. Weights and biases form the parameter space of
the network. As depicted in Figure 2.2, each internal node vℓ,k in layer ℓ of
the network gathers inputs x̃ℓ−1,j, j = 1, · · · , nℓ−1 from the previous layer,








The activation functions, principally, can be almost any everywhere differ-
entiable function, which introduces non-linearity to the output of the node,
defined over the vector space. However, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), i.e.
max(0, ·) = (·)+, is mostly used for reasons like numerical stability and em-
pirically proven effectiveness. It also provides the best performance over a
wide range of tasks, as it does not saturate and the gradient is always high
(equal to 1) if the node activates. As long as it is not a dead node, successive
updates are also fairly effective.
When using ReLU as the activation function σ, each node performs a
9
hyperplane split based on a linear combination of its inputs, passing a non-
zero value forward if the input is on the preferred side of the hyperplane;
data in the cell defined by the collection of polytopes induced by nodes
{vℓ−1,j}, weighted, falls into node vℓ,k and is output based on a partition
refinement. Letting X̃ℓ = [x̃ℓ,1, · · · , x̃ℓ,nℓ ]T be the output of layer ℓ and Wℓ,j =
[wℓ,1,j, · · · , wℓ,nℓ,j]T be the weights from layer ℓ to the jth node in layer ℓ+ 1,
node vℓ+1,j sees X̃
T
ℓ Wℓ,j and outputs x̃ℓ+1,j = (X̃
T
ℓ Wℓ,j + bℓ+1,j)+. Thus a
node in the last internal layer corresponds to a union of hyperplane-induced
partition cells, defined via composition of all the nodes earlier in the network.
d = 3
` = 0
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w1,1,2x̃1,1
<latexit sha1_base64="XgF6FNvPRgNJX7i2TwSwlZkJjsk=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3Ir4RZgQWKpKANDVSUhamFAqmBhLBK9DEGR4zrFquNEtstFURjYECuPwIZgZOY1eBB2krYMGTjTr8+2fH4/ZlQq0/zWSnPzC4tL5WV9ZXVtfcPY3OrKaCww6eCIRaLvI0kY5aSjqGKkHwuCQp+Rnj86y897N0RIGvFLdR+TqxANOQ0oRiojz9i59RKrZtXs1FWUDUhyl04g9YyqWT8+athOo2LWTbNp2VYe7KZz6FSsTPKptvZ/Pr8AoO0Zb+4gwuOQcIUZkjJBQlHMSKq78SAIKY/EbJETR3fHksQIj9CQJDESckTjtIBBxBXhuIiTukUiPPtRIEWKjEIZInVdxFyEDGSq61m7vwqV/0PXrltZvrCqrVOYThl2YQ8OwIImtOAc2tABDA/wCu/wobnao/akPU+vlrTZm20ojPbyC9NIi00=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM7rJhWpz2+rlm4ff8YCJOu4vbQ=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioOUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVp2LbLeAqjCwIVYegQ3ByAvwFDwIzCS0DBk406/Ptnx+L+ZMKtP81Apz8wuLS8VlvbSyurZubGx2ZDQShLZJxCPR87CknIW0rZjitBcLigOP0643PM3Ou2MqJIvCC3Ub08sAD0LmM4JVSq6xfe1OUBVVrcRRjPfp5Cb5hcQ1Kmbt6LBu2fWyWTPNBrJQFqyGfWCXUSrZVJp7X+8f49J3yzVenH5ERgENFeFYygkWihFOE92J+37AwkjMFjm2dWckaYzJEA/oJMZCDlmc5NCPQkVDksffunmiYfqjwIrmGQcywOoqj5kI6ctE19N2fxXK/4eOVUNpPkeV5glMpwg7sAv7gKABTTiDFrSBwB08wyu8aY52rz1oj9OrBW32Zgtyoz39AJJSjMc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM7rJhWpz2+rlm4ff8YCJOu4vbQ=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioOUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVp2LbLeAqjCwIVYegQ3ByAvwFDwIzCS0DBk406/Ptnx+L+ZMKtP81Apz8wuLS8VlvbSyurZubGx2ZDQShLZJxCPR87CknIW0rZjitBcLigOP0643PM3Ou2MqJIvCC3Ub08sAD0LmM4JVSq6xfe1OUBVVrcRRjPfp5Cb5hcQ1Kmbt6LBu2fWyWTPNBrJQFqyGfWCXUSrZVJp7X+8f49J3yzVenH5ERgENFeFYygkWihFOE92J+37AwkjMFjm2dWckaYzJEA/oJMZCDlmc5NCPQkVDksffunmiYfqjwIrmGQcywOoqj5kI6ctE19N2fxXK/4eOVUNpPkeV5glMpwg7sAv7gKABTTiDFrSBwB08wyu8aY52rz1oj9OrBW32Zgtyoz39AJJSjMc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="sM7rJhWpz2+rlm4ff8YCJOu4vbQ=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioOUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVp2LbLeAqjCwIVYegQ3ByAvwFDwIzCS0DBk406/Ptnx+L+ZMKtP81Apz8wuLS8VlvbSyurZubGx2ZDQShLZJxCPR87CknIW0rZjitBcLigOP0643PM3Ou2MqJIvCC3Ub08sAD0LmM4JVSq6xfe1OUBVVrcRRjPfp5Cb5hcQ1Kmbt6LBu2fWyWTPNBrJQFqyGfWCXUSrZVJp7X+8f49J3yzVenH5ERgENFeFYygkWihFOE92J+37AwkjMFjm2dWckaYzJEA/oJMZCDlmc5NCPQkVDksffunmiYfqjwIrmGQcywOoqj5kI6ctE19N2fxXK/4eOVUNpPkeV5glMpwg7sAv7gKABTTiDFrSBwB08wyu8aY52rz1oj9OrBW32Zgtyoz39AJJSjMc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="f+nAzBm4H7sTG4b3V5yvfGLYZEE=">AAAB2nicdY+7TsMwFIZPuJZwC7AgsVR0YaiqOEQtDEgVLIxFopchKHJcp1h1nMh2uSgKAxti5RHYELwPb0NSwpCBf/r12UfnfEHCmdK2/W0sLC4tr6zW1sz1jc2tbWtnd6DimSS0T2Iey1GAFeVM0L5mmtNRIimOAk6HwfSieB/eUalYLK71Y0JvIjwRLGQE6xz51v69n6ImajqZpxkf0/Qhm4PMtxp26/Sk7bjtut2y7Q5yUFGcjnvs1lFOijSgTM+3PrxxTGYRFZpwrFSKpWaE08z0knEYMRHL8pAz1/RmiiaYTPGEpgmWasqSrALDWGgqSBXOdauIinyjxJpWMY5UhPVtFRZEqlBlppnb/SnU/y8Dp4XyfoUa3fPSswYHcAhHgKADXbiEHvSBwBO8wyd8GZ7xbLwYr79fF4xyZg8qMd5+AHZwiH4=</latexit>
w1,2,2x̃1,2
<latexit sha1_base64="4xQeS7iUQ0y5DF10UTocGqHTKv4=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3Ir4RZgQWKpKANDVSUhamFAqmBhLBK9DEGR4zrFquNEtstFURjYECuPwIZgZOY1eBB2krYMGTjTr8+2fH4/ZlQq0/zWSnPzC4tL5WV9ZXVtfcPY3OrKaCww6eCIRaLvI0kY5aSjqGKkHwuCQp+Rnj86y897N0RIGvFLdR+TqxANOQ0oRiojz9i59RKrZtfs1FWUDUhyl04g9YyqWT8+athOo2LWTbNp2VYe7KZz6FSsTPKptvZ/Pr8AoO0Zb+4gwuOQcIUZkjJBQlHMSKq78SAIKY/EbJETR3fHksQIj9CQJDESckTjtIBBxBXhuIiTukUiPPtRIEWKjEIZInVdxFyEDGSq61m7vwqV/0PXrltZvrCqrVOYThl2YQ8OwIImtOAc2tABDA/wCu/wobnao/akPU+vlrTZm20ojPbyC9YVi08=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1fJw1O0WUKdQ4fyEoc4GY5h49kM=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioJUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVh0nst0CqsLAhlh5BDYEIy/AU/AgMJPQMmTgTL8+2/L5/ZhRqUzzUyvMzS8sLhWX9dLK6tq6sbHZkdFIYNLGEYtEz0eSMMpJW1HFSC8WBIU+I11/eJqdd8dESBrxC3Ubk8sQDTgNKEYqJc/YvvYmVtWu2omrKOuTyU3yC4lnVMza0WHddupls2aaDcu2smA3nAOnbKWSTaW59/X+MS59tzzjxe1HeBQSrjBDUk6QUBQzkuhu3A9CyiMxW+TY0d2RJDHCQzQgkxgJOaRxksMg4opwnMffunkiPP1RIEXyjEIZInWVx0yEDGSi62m7vwrl/0PHrllpPrcqzROYThF2YBf2wYIGNOEMWtAGDHfwDK/wprnavfagPU6vFrTZmy3Ijfb0A5UfjMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1fJw1O0WUKdQ4fyEoc4GY5h49kM=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioJUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVh0nst0CqsLAhlh5BDYEIy/AU/AgMJPQMmTgTL8+2/L5/ZhRqUzzUyvMzS8sLhWX9dLK6tq6sbHZkdFIYNLGEYtEz0eSMMpJW1HFSC8WBIU+I11/eJqdd8dESBrxC3Ubk8sQDTgNKEYqJc/YvvYmVtWu2omrKOuTyU3yC4lnVMza0WHddupls2aaDcu2smA3nAOnbKWSTaW59/X+MS59tzzjxe1HeBQSrjBDUk6QUBQzkuhu3A9CyiMxW+TY0d2RJDHCQzQgkxgJOaRxksMg4opwnMffunkiPP1RIEXyjEIZInWVx0yEDGSi62m7vwrl/0PHrllpPrcqzROYThF2YBf2wYIGNOEMWtAGDHfwDK/wprnavfagPU6vFrTZmy3Ijfb0A5UfjMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1fJw1O0WUKdQ4fyEoc4GY5h49kM=">AAAB2nicdc+7TsMwFAbgk3IrKZcACxJLRRkYqioJUQsDUgULY5HoZQiKHNcpVh0nst0CqsLAhlh5BDYEIy/AU/AgMJPQMmTgTL8+2/L5/ZhRqUzzUyvMzS8sLhWX9dLK6tq6sbHZkdFIYNLGEYtEz0eSMMpJW1HFSC8WBIU+I11/eJqdd8dESBrxC3Ubk8sQDTgNKEYqJc/YvvYmVtWu2omrKOuTyU3yC4lnVMza0WHddupls2aaDcu2smA3nAOnbKWSTaW59/X+MS59tzzjxe1HeBQSrjBDUk6QUBQzkuhu3A9CyiMxW+TY0d2RJDHCQzQgkxgJOaRxksMg4opwnMffunkiPP1RIEXyjEIZInWVx0yEDGSi62m7vwrl/0PHrllpPrcqzROYThF2YBf2wYIGNOEMWtAGDHfwDK/wprnavfagPU6vFrTZmy3Ijfb0A5UfjMk=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="QsS+5qKOkM6rqiVweZM81tSgZGQ=">AAAB2nicdY+5TsNAEIbHnMFcBhokmog0FFFkGyuBAimChjJI5CiMrPVmHFZZH9rdcMgyBR2i5RHoELwPb4MdTOGCv/r17Y5mPj/hTCrT/NYWFpeWV1Zra/r6xubWtrGzO5DxTFDs05jHYuQTiZxF2FdMcRwlAknocxz604vifXiHQrI4ulaPCd6EZBKxgFGicuQZ+/deajXtpp25ivExpg/ZHGSe0TBbpydt22nXzZZpdizbKordcY6dupWTIg0o0/OMD3cc01mIkaKcSJkSoRjlmOluMg5CFsWiPOTM0d2ZxITQKZlgmhAhpyzJKjCII4URrcK5bhVhlG8URGEVk1CGRN1WYUGEDGSm67ndn0L9/zKwW1ber6xG97z0rMEBHMIRWNCBLlxCD/pA4Qne4RO+NFd71l6019+vC1o5sweVaG8/eT2IgA==</latexit>
x̃2,2
<latexit sha1_base64="Wul59mzth/YtMAsFKZHCQVqR+yk=">AAAB0XicdY+7TsMwFIZPyq2ESwOMLBVlYECV09KWDkgVLIxF0MsQFDmuU6w6TmQ7iCqKhFh5BFaY2Jl5DR6EnZSWIQP/9Ok75+jo9yLOlEboyygsLa+srhXXzY3Nre2StbPbV2EsCe2RkIdy6GFFORO0p5nmdBhJigOP04E3uZjNB/dUKhaKGz2N6G2Ax4L5jGCdKdcqOZrxEU0eUjepHddS16qgKmo22nVURtUGslvtdgYINU/rtbKdwSyVzuH3xycAdF3r3RmFJA6o0IRjpRIsNSOcpqYTjfyAiVAu/p+dmE6saITJBI9pEmGpJixKc9IPhaaC5OVvy7yiIvsosaZ5jQMVYH2XlzMjla9S08za/VUo/w/9WtXO+MqudM5hniLswwEcgQ0t6MAldKEHBGJ4gVd4M66NqfFoPM1XC8biZg9yMZ5/AKTWiEI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qr58TbtUcv5Dl+4Y/6997B3fTp0=">AAAB0XicdY+7TsNAEEXXPIMDxEBJExEKChStHZKQAimChjII8iiMrPVmHFZZP7S7jogsS4iWT6CFip4f4Cv4EKhxSChccKujMzMaXTfiTCqMP7Wl5ZXVtfXChl7c3NouGTu7PRnGgkKXhjwUA5dI4CyArmKKwyASQHyXQ98dX8zm/QkIycLgRk0juPXJKGAeo0RlyjFKtmJ8CMl96iTWsZU6RgVXcaPequEyrtax2Wy1MsC4cVqzymYGs1Tah1/vH5Pid8cx3uxhSGMfAkU5kTIhQjHKIdXtaOj5LAjF4v/ZiW7HEiJCx2QESUSEHLMozUkvDBQENC9/W+YVBNlHQRTkNfGlT9RdXs6MkJ5MdT1r91eh/D/0rKqZ8ZVZaZ+jeQpoHx2gI2SiJmqjS9RBXURRjJ7RC3rVrrWp9qA9zleXtMXNHspFe/oBY+CJvA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qr58TbtUcv5Dl+4Y/6997B3fTp0=">AAAB0XicdY+7TsNAEEXXPIMDxEBJExEKChStHZKQAimChjII8iiMrPVmHFZZP7S7jogsS4iWT6CFip4f4Cv4EKhxSChccKujMzMaXTfiTCqMP7Wl5ZXVtfXChl7c3NouGTu7PRnGgkKXhjwUA5dI4CyArmKKwyASQHyXQ98dX8zm/QkIycLgRk0juPXJKGAeo0RlyjFKtmJ8CMl96iTWsZU6RgVXcaPequEyrtax2Wy1MsC4cVqzymYGs1Tah1/vH5Pid8cx3uxhSGMfAkU5kTIhQjHKIdXtaOj5LAjF4v/ZiW7HEiJCx2QESUSEHLMozUkvDBQENC9/W+YVBNlHQRTkNfGlT9RdXs6MkJ5MdT1r91eh/D/0rKqZ8ZVZaZ+jeQpoHx2gI2SiJmqjS9RBXURRjJ7RC3rVrrWp9qA9zleXtMXNHspFe/oBY+CJvA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Qr58TbtUcv5Dl+4Y/6997B3fTp0=">AAAB0XicdY+7TsNAEEXXPIMDxEBJExEKChStHZKQAimChjII8iiMrPVmHFZZP7S7jogsS4iWT6CFip4f4Cv4EKhxSChccKujMzMaXTfiTCqMP7Wl5ZXVtfXChl7c3NouGTu7PRnGgkKXhjwUA5dI4CyArmKKwyASQHyXQ98dX8zm/QkIycLgRk0juPXJKGAeo0RlyjFKtmJ8CMl96iTWsZU6RgVXcaPequEyrtax2Wy1MsC4cVqzymYGs1Tah1/vH5Pid8cx3uxhSGMfAkU5kTIhQjHKIdXtaOj5LAjF4v/ZiW7HEiJCx2QESUSEHLMozUkvDBQENC9/W+YVBNlHQRTkNfGlT9RdXs6MkJ5MdT1r91eh/D/0rKqZ8ZVZaZ+jeQpoHx2gI2SiJmqjS9RBXURRjJ7RC3rVrrWp9qA9zleXtMXNHspFe/oBY+CJvA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WofGyXYfu8xvl7YiyHSzLYIZgNI=">AAAB0XicdY+7TsNAEEXH4RXMIwZKmog0FChaB5KQAimChjII8iiMrPVmHFZZP7S7RkSWJUTLJ9BCxRfxNzhgChfc6urMjEbHiwVXmpAvo7Kyura+Ud00t7Z3dmvW3v5IRYlkOGSRiOTEowoFD3GouRY4iSXSwBM49uZXy/n4EaXiUXinFzHeB3QWcp8zqnPkWjVHczHF9Clz09ZJK3OtBmmSTrt3Suqk2SZ2t9fLCyGd89NW3c7LMg0oMnCtT2casSTAUDNBlUqp1JwJzEwnnvoBDyNZ/L84M51EYUzZnM4wjalUcx5nJehHocaQleGPZRlhmH+UVGMZ00AFVD+U4ZJI5avMNHO7P4X6/2XUatp5v7Eb/cvCswqHcATHYEMX+nANAxgCgwTe4B0+jFtjYTwbL7+rFaO4OYBSjNdvR/6Fcw==</latexit>
v2,2
k = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="/PQK8ZksWzl9Mg59KjYuO8Ndslw=">AAAB0nicdY87T8MwFIVvyquEV4CRJaIMDKiKI0TboVIFC2OR+hqCIsd1ipXEjmy3ElQZECs/gRUWdmb+Bj+EnYSWIQNnOvrOvbr3BGnMlHacL6Oysrq2vlHdNLe2d3b3rP2DgRJTSWifiFjIUYAVjRmnfc10TEeppDgJYjoMoqsiH86oVEzwnr5P6W2CJ5yFjGCdI9+yZv7cPXMz2/PMyG7brm/VnLrjOAghuzCoceHkptVquqhpoyLKVeucfH98AkDXt969sSDThHJNYqzUHEvNSEwz00vHYcK4kMsH2uemN1U0xSTCEzpPsVQRS7MSDAXXlJMy/K1ZRpTnFyXWtIxxohKs78qwIFKFKjPNvN1fBft/M3DrKPc3qNa5hIWqcATHcAoIGtCBa+hCHwjM4AVe4c3oGQ/Go/G0GK0Yy51DKMl4/gG6NYbN</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z2n6BWffDHg52aBpLIfbTaLLvQM=">AAAB0nicdY+7TsNAEEXH4RUcHgZKGotQUKDIayGSFJEiaCiDlFdhZK0367CyvbZ2N5YgcoFo+QRaaOj5Ab6CD4Eam4TCBbe6OndGM9dLQiaVZX1qlZXVtfWN6qZe29re2TX29ocynglCByQOYzH2sKQh43SgmArpOBEUR15IR15wWeSjlArJYt5Xdwm9ifCUM58RrHLkGkbqzu1TOzMdRw/Mjmm7Rt1qWJaFEDILg5rnVm7a7ZaNWiYqolz17vHX+0da++65xpszicksolyREEs5x0IxEtJMd5KJHzEei+UDnTPdmUmaYBLgKZ0nWMiAJVkJ+jFXlJMy/K1ZRpTnFwVWtIxxJCOsbsuwIEL6MtP1vN1fBfN/M7QbKPfXqN69gIWqcAhHcAIImtCFK+jBAAik8Awv8Kr1tXvtQXtcjFa05c4BlKQ9/QB5P4hH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z2n6BWffDHg52aBpLIfbTaLLvQM=">AAAB0nicdY+7TsNAEEXH4RUcHgZKGotQUKDIayGSFJEiaCiDlFdhZK0367CyvbZ2N5YgcoFo+QRaaOj5Ab6CD4Eam4TCBbe6OndGM9dLQiaVZX1qlZXVtfWN6qZe29re2TX29ocynglCByQOYzH2sKQh43SgmArpOBEUR15IR15wWeSjlArJYt5Xdwm9ifCUM58RrHLkGkbqzu1TOzMdRw/Mjmm7Rt1qWJaFEDILg5rnVm7a7ZaNWiYqolz17vHX+0da++65xpszicksolyREEs5x0IxEtJMd5KJHzEei+UDnTPdmUmaYBLgKZ0nWMiAJVkJ+jFXlJMy/K1ZRpTnFwVWtIxxJCOsbsuwIEL6MtP1vN1fBfN/M7QbKPfXqN69gIWqcAhHcAIImtCFK+jBAAik8Awv8Kr1tXvtQXtcjFa05c4BlKQ9/QB5P4hH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z2n6BWffDHg52aBpLIfbTaLLvQM=">AAAB0nicdY+7TsNAEEXH4RUcHgZKGotQUKDIayGSFJEiaCiDlFdhZK0367CyvbZ2N5YgcoFo+QRaaOj5Ab6CD4Eam4TCBbe6OndGM9dLQiaVZX1qlZXVtfWN6qZe29re2TX29ocynglCByQOYzH2sKQh43SgmArpOBEUR15IR15wWeSjlArJYt5Xdwm9ifCUM58RrHLkGkbqzu1TOzMdRw/Mjmm7Rt1qWJaFEDILg5rnVm7a7ZaNWiYqolz17vHX+0da++65xpszicksolyREEs5x0IxEtJMd5KJHzEei+UDnTPdmUmaYBLgKZ0nWMiAJVkJ+jFXlJMy/K1ZRpTnFwVWtIxxJCOsbsuwIEL6MtP1vN1fBfN/M7QbKPfXqN69gIWqcAhHcAIImtCFK+jBAAik8Awv8Kr1tXvtQXtcjFa05c4BlKQ9/QB5P4hH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SyvZENrHHZhqFlipgbrcQEPbQB4=">AAAB0nicdY+7TsNAEEXHPIN5GShpLNJQoMhrIZIUkSJoKIOUV2FkrTfjsLK9tnY3kSBygWj5BFpo+CL+BhtM4YJbXZ07o5kbZDFX2nG+jLX1jc2t7caOubu3f3BoHR2PVbqQDEcsjVM5DajCmAscaa5jnGYSaRLEOAmimzKfLFEqnoqhfszwPqFzwUPOqC6Qb1lLf+VeuLnteWZk92zXt5pOy3EcQohdGtK+cgrT7XZc0rFJGRVqQqWBb316s5QtEhSaxVSpFZWasxhz08tmYcJFKqsHepemt1CYURbROa4yKlXEs7wGw1RoFKwOf2rWEYrioqQa65gmKqH6oQ5LIlWoctMs2v1VsP83Y7dFCn9Hmv3rqmcDTuEMzoFAG/pwCwMYAYMlvME7fBhD48l4Nl5+R9eMaucEajJevwFdXYP+</latexit>
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Figure 2.2: A (shallow) deep network. Given the training data Tn, the Xi ∈ ℜd are
passed through the network. At layer ℓ and node vℓ,k (the blue node is v2,2) the inputs
wℓ−1,j,k x̃ℓ−1,j (red) are transformed via hyperplane activation function σℓ,k and output
as x̃ℓ,k (green). Thus node v2,2 receives non-zero input w1,j,2 x̃1,j = w1,j,2(XTW0,j + b1,j)+
from node v1,j if and only if the linear combination of the multivariate X, XTW0,j, is
on the preferred side of hyperplane defined by σ1,j (and weight w1,j,2 is non-zero).







; that is, v2,2 provides
a further hyperplane refinement of ℜd. Adapted from (Priebe et al., 2020).
For conceptual unification with DF, consider passing all the training data
through the network; the collection of Xi’s falling into each of the nodes in
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the penultimate layer, together with their class labels, induces local posterior
estimates for each of these cells. As with a single tree in a DF wherein the
test observation feature vector X, suitably transformed, falls into one and
only one leaf partition cell, (Montúfar et al., 2014) argues that DN with ReLu
activation functions fold space such that a subset of ℜd maps to exactly one
fold. Thus for a DN the input X falls into a final network partition cell in
the last internal layer. Unlike in DF, for a DN the input X activating a node
in the penultimate layer does not uniquely specify which partition cell X
falls into; rather, it merely indicates that X falls into the set of partition cells
corresponding to that node. For this reason, whereas in a DF each X activates
only a single leaf node, in a DN each X can activate many (even all) cells in
the penultimate layer, though with different activation energies. Thus while
for a DF the ensemble is realized by voting over a forest of trees, for a DN
we have membership in a single final network partition cell. On the other
hand, each cell in a DF is constructed via a simple local splitting process, while
for a DN a complex parameter estimation solution is employed to tailor the
individual final network partition cells to the training data. In other words,
both DF and DN can be seen to use the same representation space, though they
achieve their particular representation via different estimation (“learning”)
algorithms.
The parameters for this partition and decode scheme are estimated (“learned”)
so as to make the network input/output fit the training data Tn, with much
current effort involving aspects of regularization to alleviate overfitting and
capacity as a function of the number of layers and nodes per layer.
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Chapter 3
Partition & Decode Framework
In machine learning methods, model complexity is an essential basic problem.
Model complexity indicates how well a model learns particular problems and
data, as well as the learned model’s generalization ability on unobserved data.
The complexity of a learned model can be affected by the model architecture,
data distribution, data complexity, and information volume. Model complex-
ity measures are useful for interpretation and analysis of internal mechanisms
of models.
Parameter counting is often used as a proxy for model complexity (Zhang
et al., 2017; Belkin et al., 2019). However, counting the algorithmic parameters
is not a particularly sensible thing to do for measuring algorithmic complexity
in many modern machine learning methods (including deep learning), and
sometimes cannot even be done. For example, 1-nearest neighbors and k-
nearest neighbors literally have zero parameters. In contrast, support vector
machines and Gaussian process can have an infinite number of parameters.
Decision trees are often ‘parameterized’ by the number of splits they make.
One could count the number of parameters in a random forest by adding
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up the total number of splits. But, what if two trees make the same split, do
we count that parameter twice? Similar, in deep networks the number of
parameters are often counted. But, if a node (in the computation graph) has
a bias that renders it impossible to activate for any data, do we count all its
weights as parameters as well?
We are interested in a particularly popular and important subset of the al-
gorithmic modeling approaches which we deem ’Partition and Decode’ (P&D).
The key to partition and decode approaches is that they partition features
space into a finite set of parts that jointly span the sample space, and then
apply a (typically simple) function independently on each part to make a
prediction. P&D is a quite large and general class of functions, including 1-
nearest neighbors, k-nearest neighbors, kernel machines using kernels with
finite support, decision trees, decision forests, and deep networks with ReLU
activation functions. In contrast, algorithms that are not P&D include poly-
nomial regression, kernel machines using kernels with unbounded support,
and deep networks with sigmoidal activation functions. Moreover, P&D ap-
proaches are not limited to supervised learning: histograms and variational
auto-encoders with ReLU activation functions are P&D approaches as well,
whereas kernel density estimation using kernels with unbounded support are
not. Intriguingly, some P&D approaches are interpolators (including 1-NN and
decision forests) and others are not necessarily (including k-NN and some
deep nets depending on the data and learning algorithm) (Belkin, Hsu, and
Mitra, 2018). In this chapter, we discus how P&D methods learn by partitioning
feature space and decode the internal representation. Moreover, we propose
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an approach to quantifying the complexity of P&D approaches that does not
explicitly depend on the parameters.
3.1 Learning by partition and decode
3.1.1 Experimental setup
To provide a concrete illustrative numerical example, consider the following
experimental setup. We generate a two-dimensional Gaussian XOR dataset
(see Figure 3.1) with four spherically symmetric Gaussians. Class 0 has two
Gaussians with centers (−1,−1) and (1, 1), whereas class 1 has two Gaussians
with centers (1,−1) and (−1, 1). All Gaussians have an equal likelihood of
being sampled. In other words, y iid∼ B(π) x iid∼ ∑4i=1 πy,iN (µi, I), where I
denotes the identity matrix, and the four µi’s are as described above.
We use the two-dimensional Gaussian XOR example with 4096 training
samples and 1000 testing samples to illustrate this point. Note that because
the number of dimensions for this example is two, and there are no noise
dimensions, these results can not be explained away with the benign overfit-
ting (Bartlett et al., 2020).
3.1.2 Learning partitions
Figure 3.2 shows the partitions learned by the two methods: DF and DN.
More formally, let Nl be the set of nodes in a given layer l and let Al(x) =
{σ ∈ Nl|σ(x) > 0}, where σ is the activation function of the underlying
DF/DN. That is, Al takes in an inference example as input and outputs the
14
Gaussian XOR
Figure 3.1: Gaussian XOR samples used as a benchmark. Mixture of four Gaussians
belonging to two classes. Class 0 consists of negative samples drawn from two
Gaussians with means (−1,−1) and (1, 1), whereas class 1 comprises positive samples
drawn from the other Gaussians with means (1,−1) and (−1, 1). Bayes optimal
misclassification rate for this simulation setting is 0.28.
set of nodes in a given layer on which the input inference example activates.
Now let AL =
⨁︁L
l=0 Al. That is, A takes in an inference example as input and
outputs the concatenated set of nodes in all layers up to and including layer L on
which the input inference example activates. Figure 3.2 is colored such that
all points of the same color output the same value of AL. These collections of
points are partitions. More formally, the partition (i.e. cell) of a given inference
point, x, is CL(x) = {z ∈ X |AL(z) = AL(x)}, where X is the domain of the
DF/DN. In the case of DF–with L equal to the depth of the DF–this partition is
simply a leaf cell. In the case of DN–with L equal to the total number of layers
in the network—this partition is a convex polytope. Note that the partitions
of input space defined by CL are all disjoint, and that DN learns axis-oblique
partitions in this example, even though they are not necessary.
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Figure 3.2: Visualizations of the partitions defined by CL with respect to input space,
X , defined by a DN (left) and a DF (right). A unique region (i.e. partition) is visualized
by an arbitrary unique color and corresponds to a region for which all values of CL
are equal. Note that the color value does not have any particular meaning.
In Figure 3.3, we visualize the layer-wise composition of CL, the boundaries
of Cl for all layers and for each node in each layer, and the effect of Cl on
posteriors.
3.2 Internal representations of DN and DF
One way to explicitly understand P&D methods is through the fact that parti-
tion the feature space into parts. For example, consider decision trees, which
explicitly partition feature space by making axis-aligned splits until the part
(leaf nodes) are suitably pure or a stopping criterion is reached. To make a
prediction for any sample given a specific tree, all that matters is the leaf node
in which it lies, and the posterior function learned by the tree on that leaf
node. Thus, the internal representation of a sample from the perspective of
a decision tree is simply the indices of its leaves, or equivalently a one-hot


























Random forest leaves and posteriorsDeep network polytopes and posteriors
Figure 3.3: Visualizations of the Polytope Compositions for DF/DN. For the first
layer/depth polytopes/leaves, we show the boundary for which C0 changes value.
That is, on one side of the visualized boundary the node is activated; on the other
side, the node is not activated. In the case of DN, this means that one side contains
the linear portion of the ReLU activation, while the other side contains the 0-valued
region of the ReLU activation; in the case of DF, this indicates to which subsequent
node (either left or right) examples will recursively fall. For all polytopes/leaves in
all subsequent layers/depths, we visualize the Cl boundaries for that layer, and we
also overlay the boundaries of Cl‘ for all previous layers l‘ < l. The bottom rows
both indicate the final model cells CL. Left: In the base polytopes, the magnitude of
the background color is determined by the activations of that layer, and the color is
determined by the sign of the weight connecting that node to the final node (green
indicates positive weight, purple indicates negative weight). In the output polytope,
we color according to the sum of the activations of the previous layer, weighted
according to the weights of the network’s last layer. Note that the network posteriors
are simply estimated by sending this sum of activations through a sigmoid function.
Right: we color the background of all cells in all DF figs according to the empirical
proportion of points within each that cell belonging to class 1 (green is 1, purple is 0).
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Similarly, in deep network with ReLU activation functions, the subset of
feature space uniquely activating a subset of activation functions forms a
convex polytope (Montúfar et al., 2014; Arora et al., 2017; Hanin and Rolnick,
2019); within each of these polytopes, the output of the network is linear
in the inputs. The internal representation of an arbitrary deep network can
be defined from this perspectives. We define a region of a network as a
learned convex polytope partition resulting from ReLU activations through the
penultimate layer. Call this region activated if it contains at least one training
sample and let L denote the number of activated regions. Any sample can
be represented as a L-dimensional, one-hot encoding vector telling us which
region it lies in. The value of the nonzero encoding element can be set to the
true class label, predicted class label, or predicted posterior class probability.
Given n samples, we can construct the matrix Z ∈ Rn×L. We then define the
capacity of the network as rank(Z) < min(n, L) and the effective dimesionality
to be trace(ZTZ). Others have attempted to quantify the effective dimension,
but of the parameters and not the internal representation. We propose using a
norm-based control of the internal representation matrix Z.
In what follows, we first recall our problem setup using ReLU networks
and review some relevant notions of complexity measures. We then explain
our internal representation, which is generally applicable for P&D approaches.
We demonstrate from comprehensive experiments that the matrix norm of
our internal representation better predicts the generalization error than other
existing measures.
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3.2.1 Quantifying complexity in ReLU deep nets
Recall a d-layer feed-forward network with parameters w and Rectified Linear
Unit (ReLU) as the activation function,
fw(X) ≜ σ (. . . . (σ (XW1 + b1)W2 + b2) · · · ))Wd + bd,
where fw is the function computed by the network, X is the training data, and
σ(z) = max{0, z}. For given x, let Di denote the binary vector, with dimen-
sionality equal to the number of nodes in layer i, with non-zeros indicating
which nodes were activated by that x. Note that Di := Di(X, w) depends on
input X and weights w (from the previous i − 1 layers).
In a fully-connected ReLU network with width k, there are kd exponentially
number of paths, i.e. the ’neural circuits’ that correspond to different activation
regions. However, only a subset of paths are activated from the training data,
with Di having nonzero entries. Thus, we want a data-dependent complexity
measure, instead of capacity control. Moreover, we want this measure to
generalize to P&D methods without weights w. We claim that the activation
pattern of the data is all you need, which is represented via the internal
representation matrix.
Definition 1 (Internal representation in ReLU neural network). For a network
with activation matrices {Di}di=1, let D = [D1, · · · , Dd] ∈ Rn×(k1+···+kd) be the
full (concatenated) activation matrix, where ki denote the width of layer i. Then the
total number of unique activated regions (polytopes) in fw(X) is given by the number
of unique rows in D, denoted as L. Now, construct the internal representation matrix
Z ∈ Rn×L, where the rows represents the data points, and the columns are the unique
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activated regions. Zij = 1cij if data point i is in the activated region j, and 0 elsewhere,
where the value cij can be simply set as 1, chosen from true labels, predicted labels or
predicted posterior probabilities.
Claim 1. For ReLU networks, internal representation Z serves as an activated path
rank control without explicitly involving the weights w (since Di depends on w).
Proof. L = rank(D)
Claim 2. Internal representation Z is a data-adaptive partition.
Proof. Directly from Definition 1, Z partitions the data X as each data point
(row of Z) is assigned to a unique activated region (column of Z). The partition
assignment is learned by minimizing the empirical classification error of
(X, Y, fw).
Alternatively, one can define the internal representation in ReLU network
based on the penultimate layer activations as the following:
Definition 2. (penultimate representation in ReLU neural network) For a network
with activation matrices {Di}di=1, consider the last activation matrix Dd ∈ Rn×kd ,
where the bit-string with length kd encodes the activation region of each data point.
Then the total number of unique activated regions in fw(X) is given by the unique
rows in Dd, denoted as L. The penultimate representation Z ∈ Rn×L can be con-
structed similarly as the internal representation matrix in Definition 1.
Claim 3. Let H be the number of unique affine functions in ReLU network fw. Let
R be the number of unique rows in Dd ∈ Rn×kd , and N be the unique rows in
D = [D1, · · · , Dd] ∈ Rn×(k1+···+kd). Then R ≤ H ≤ N.
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To analyze the model complexity, we can use matrix-norms of the internal
representation Z as a complexity measure.
3.2.2 An empirical investigation of the P&D bounds
We numerically illustrate the value of the P&D framework using Deep Net-
works (DN) with ReLU as the activation function and Binary Cross Entropy as
the loss function (Figure 3.4 (a)). Note that a single hidden layer with 3 nodes
is sufficient to achieve Bayes optimal accuracy in this simulation. However,
because the posterior are smooth, and ReLU deep nets approximate posteri-
ors with piecewise affine functions, they cannot achieve zero cross-entropy
loss on the test data. We consider two different architectures with increasing
parameters: increasing width and increasing depth.
For the increasing width experiment, the architecture starts with 3 hid-
den layers of a single node each, and increases the number of nodes in the
three hidden layers (left panels). When sweeping across widths—increasing
the number of parameters by making each layer wider—the training error
monotonically decreases as expected, while the testing error follows the classic
U-shaped curve, also as expected.
For the increasing depth experiment, the architecture starts with 1 hidden
layer consisting a single node and keeps growing until it consists 20 nodes, and
it grows the depth of the network by adding layers, each with 20 nodes. When
sweeping across depths—increasing the number of parameters by adding
layers—the training error is no longer monotonically decreasing. Rather,
training error decreases until the total number of parameters is larger than the
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training data sample size, and then the training error increases. This suggests
that increasing depth such that p > n is implicitly regularizing, as even the
training error increases. Moreover, in the increasing depth scenario, the test
error follows the now famous double descent (a phenomenon where test error
first gets better, then worse, and then gets better again), with training error
peaking when the number of parameters is greater than sample size (at the
same place that the training error changes its slope from negative to positive).
Test error then rapidly decreases to near Bayes optimal.
These experiments collectively show that depth and width have different
effects on the generalizability of a DN, even though they have the same
number of parameters (see Figure 3.5). Specifically, although increasing width
increases the capacity of the model, it overfits because it fails to reasonably
control the complexity. On the other hand, increasing depth increases the
capacity, but does so in such a way that complexity is controlled so that it
achieve better generalization error.
Similarly, we use the Random Forest (RF) algorithm with Gini impurity as
the split criterion (Figure 3.4 (b)). In the top row, the figure shows classification
error L(gn) versus the total number of leaf nodes. In the RF algorithm with
deep trees (left panels), a single decision tree is grown until each leaf node
is pure, and then more trees are added with similar complexity as the first
tree. These deep RFs exhibit the double-descent phenomenon, just like deep
learning methods: as the number of leaf nodes increases, first test error drops,
then it increases as it overfits, and then it drops again as more trees are




























































































































Figure 3.4: (a) Performance of DN with two different learning settings. Left: Deep-
Net: Increasing Width – a DN that starts with three hidden layers of a single node
each and is grown iteratively increases the number of nodes in each layers. Right:
DeepNet: Increasing Depth – a DN with a single hidden layer consisting 20 nodes,
and grows the depth with the same number of nodes. The x-axis is the total number
of parameters in the DN; the y-axis for the four rows are Cross-Entropy loss, Gini
impurity, activation regions, and average stability, respectively. The dashed gray
horizontal line in the first two rows indicates the optimal Bayes error, and optimal
Cross Entropy loss, respectively. The solid gray vertical line indicates the number of
data points. These results illustrate that the double descent phenomena only arises
when using certain algorithms for growing the architecture, and plotting certain
loss functions. (b) Performance of RF with two different learning settings. Left:
Deep Tree RF – a single decision tree is grown iteratively until each leaf node is pure,
and then more trees are added with similar complexity. Right: Shallow Tree RF –
single decision tree is grown iteratively until depth is five, and then more trees are
added with similar complexity. The x-axis is the total number of leaf nodes in the RF;
the y-axis for the seven rows are classification error L(gn), Gini impurity, activation
regions, and average stability, respectively. The dashed gray horizontal line in the
first row indicates the optimal Bayes error. The solid gray vertical line indicates the
number of data points. These results illustrate that the double descent phenomena
only arises when using certain algorithms for growing the architecture, and plotting
certain loss functions.
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panels), that starts with a single tree increasing the number of its leaf nodes
until it achieves a maximum depth of five, and then increases the number of
trees and the maximum depth of each tree steadily. These shallow RFs exhibit
the classical monotonically decreasing out-of-sample error rates. Notably,
both algorithms demonstrate monotonically decreasing training error, and
eventually both achieve Bayes optimal performance on the test data.
These results suggest that the reason behind the double descent phe-
nomena is not the increasing complexity of the model as it is sometimes
claimed (Nakkiran et al., 2020; Belkin et al., 2019), but rather the details of the
growth model. Specifically, both the Deep Tree RF and Shallow Tree RF have
the same “complexity” as defined by the total number of nodes (and there-
fore, parameters), but exhibit different generalization error curves. The same
applies to the the DN Increasing Depth and DN Increasing Width. Hence, this
indicates that a confounding variable causing the double descent (or not) is
the algorithmic details for increasing the number of parameters, rather than
some mysterious property of deep nets.
Moreover, we can see from the second row panels of the figure that the Gini
impurity for both training and test set decreases across the model complexity
in both settings. This is notable because in both settings, the forest greedily
optimizes Gini impurity, rather than generalization error. It is well established
that optimizing with respect to two similar metrics can yield dramatically
different outcomes (Owhadi, Scovel, and Sullivan, 2015). Thus, perhaps it
should not be surprising that Gini impurity and generalization error differ




Figure 3.5: Effect of depth vs width on the generalizability of a DN models with the
same number of parameters. (a) A model from the Increasing Width experiment. (b)
A model from the Increasing Depth experiment. Left: Posterior polytope map.
Center: Posterior surface plot. Right: Heatmap of the Gini impurity.
the double-descent curves: the loss that algorithms are implicitly optimizing
when adding additional parameters may not be generalization error, but rather
something else which is, in fact, monotonically decreasing.
3.2.3 Generalization in Deep Networks
Although modern machine learning have seen huge empirical success across
a wide variety of tasks, why these models generalize well to unobserved data
is still a mystery; and yet generalization is arguably the most fundamental
aspect of machine learning (Neyshabur, Tomioka, and Srebro, 2015a; Recht
et al., 2019).
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Deep networks, even with over-parameterization, exhibit good general-
ization behavior. In an over-parametrized setting, the objective function has
multiple global minima that minimize the training loss, but many of them
might not generalize well. Therefore, just minimizing the training loss is not
sufficient for learning since selecting the wrong global minima can lead to bad
generalization behavior. In such situations, generalization behavior depends
implicitly on the algorithm used to solve the objective function.
Generalization of deep networks has been of great interest in recent years,
resulting in a number of theoretically and empirically motivated complexity
measures that tries to explain the generalization ability of the DN models. As
mentioned before, simply counting the number of parameters as a measure is
not sufficient to predict and explain generalization. For linear models, norms
and margin-based measures are commonly used for capacity control (Bartlett
and Mendelson, 2001; Evgeniou, Pontil, and Poggio, 2000; Smola, Schölkopf,
and Müller, 1998). Also norms such as the trace norm and max norm are
considered as sensible inductive biases in matrix factorization and are often
more appropriate than parameter-counting measures (Srebro and Shraibman,
2005; Srebro, Rennie, and Jaakkola, 2004). Bartlett and Mendelson (2001),
Neyshabur, Tomioka, and Srebro (2015b), and Dziugaite and Roy (2017) sug-
gested different (norm & margin)-based measures of network parameters to
measure the capacity of DN. In a different line of work, Keskar et al., 2017
suggested “sharpness”, i.e. robustness of the training error to perturbations in
the parameters, as a complexity measure. Others, including McAllester (1999)
and Dziugaite and Roy (2017) propose a PAC-Bayes analysis.
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Jiang et al., 2020 explored a large scale study of generalization in deep
networks and evaluated numerous measures that belong to different families:
VC-dimension (Vapnik and Chervonenkis, 2013); norm- and margin- based
bounds (Neyshabur, Tomioka, and Srebro, 2015b; Bartlett, Foster, and Telgar-
sky, 2017; Neyshabur et al., 2018); sharpness measures (Keskar et al., 2017);
PAC-Bayes (McAllester, 1999; Dziugaite and Roy, 2017; Neyshabur et al.,
2017); and path norm (Neyshabur, Salakhutdinov, and Srebro, 2015). From the
extensive experiments, they concluded that sharpness-based measures such
as PAC-Bayesian bounds outperform all the other measures.
As already discussed, we can use matrix norms of the internal representa-
tion matrix Z ∈ Rn×L as a complexity measure. The first matrix norm we used







where si are the singular values. Thus, the Ky Fan k − norm is defined
as the sum of the k largest singular values. Ky Fan kernel norm is same as
the raw norm but with the matrix ZZT. The second matrix norm we used
is the Schatten norm. Given a real number p ≥ 1, the Schatten p − norm of
the internal representation matrix Z is defined as the vector p − norm of the









Finally, we can use a generalization of both norms, i.e. the vector p − norm












Thus, we evaluate our complexity measures against these state-of-the-art
complexity measures.
3.2.3.1 Evaluation criteria
To evaluate the correlation of a complexity measure to a generalization gap,
i.e the difference between the test error and training error, we will use the
Kendall’s Rank-Correlation Coefficient (Kendall, 1938), as in Jiang et al.,
2020. Given a set of trained models with hyper-parameters in the set Θ,
their associated values of the complexity measure {c (θ) |θ ∈ Θ}, and their
respective generalization gap {g (θ) |θ ∈ Θ}, the goal is to evaluate how
consistent a measure is with the empirically observed generalization of the
models. Let M be a set of the trained models. Each element has the form of a
pair: complexity measure c versus generalization gap g.
M ≜ ∪θ∈Θ{(c(θ), g(θ)}
Therefore, we use Kendall’s rank coefficient τ to capture to what degree such
consistency holds among the elements of M.




sign(c1 − c2) sign(g1 − g2)
We tested the above mentioned complexity measures and our matrix norm
of the internal representation on our Gaussian XOR experiments. Here, M
denotes the set of DN models with increasing depth experiments as stated
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before. We illustrate that the matrix norms of the internal representation
correlate more strongly with generalization gap than the existing state-of-the-
art complexity measures, such as PAC-Bayes based measures (see Table 3.2).
Table 3.1: Complexity measures, reference to the equation, and the rank-correlation
coefficients with DN models (increasing depth) trained on the Gaussian XOR dataset.
Complexity Measures Reference Kendal’s τ p value
Parameters Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 20 -0.2624 0.0000
Product of Frobenius Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 37 -0.2504 0.0000
Product of Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 32 -0.2481 0.0000
Frobenius/Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 33 -0.2414 0.0000
Product of Frobenius/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 36 -0.2321 0.0000
Spectral INIT MAIN Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 29 -0.2243 0.0000
Spectral ORIG MAIN Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 30 -0.2241 0.0000
Product of Spectral/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 34 -0.2212 0.0000
Frobenius Distance Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 40 -0.1988 0.0000
PAC-Bayes Magnitude INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 56 -0.1907 0.0001
Sum of Frobenius Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 39 -0.1885 0.0001
PAC-Bayes Magnitude ORIG Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 57 -0.1850 0.0002
Parameter Norm Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 42 -0.1807 0.0002
Path Norm Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 44 -0.1637 0.0002
Sum of Frobenius/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 36 -0.1309 0.0075
Distance Spectral INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 41 -0.1129 0.0211
Sum of Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 35 -0.0854 0.0810
Path Norm/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 43 -0.0819 0.0946
Sum of Spectral/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 34 -0.0055 0.9101
PAC-Bayes Magnitude Flatness Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 61 0.0343 0.4951
PAC-Bayes Flatness Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 53 0.1512 0.0025
PAC-Bayes INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 48 0.1635 0.0008
PAC-Bayes ORIG Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 49 0.1666 0.0007
Inverse Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 22 0.4214 0.0000
[KF-kernel-3 [ours]] Equation 3.1 [0.4770] [0.0013]
[KF-kernel-5 [ours]] Equation 3.1 [0.4777] [0.0013]
[KF-kernel-4 [ours]] Equation 3.1 [0.4792] [0.0008]
[Schatten-4 [ours]] Equation 3.2 [0.4865] [0.0008]
[KF-Schatten-3 [ours]] Equation 3.3 [0.4939] [0.0010]
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Table 3.2: Complexity measures, reference to the equation, and the rank-correlation
coefficients with DN models (both increasing depth and increasing width) trained on
the Gaussian XOR dataset.
Complexity Measures Reference Kendal’s τ p value
Frobenius/Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 33 -0.0235 0.8886
Parameters Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 20 -0.0117 0.9442
PAC-Bayes Magnitude ORIG Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 57 0.0352 0.8336
Product of Frobenius/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 36 0.0352 0.8336
PAC-Bayes Magnitude INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 56 0.0352 0.8336
Product of Frobenius Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 37 0.0704 0.6744
Inverse Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 22 0.1056 0.5286
PAC-Bayes Magnitude Flatness Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 61 0.1382 0.4177
Product of Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 32 0.1408 0.4008
Spectral ORIG MAIN Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 30 0.1408 0.4008
Product of Spectral/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 34 0.1525 0.3627
Spectral INIT MAIN Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 29 0.1525 0.3627
Parameter Norm Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 42 0.2698 0.1073
Sum of Frobenius/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 36 0.2815 0.0929
Sum of Frobenius Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 39 0.2815 0.0929
Distance Spectral INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 41 0.2933 0.0801
Sum of Spectral Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 35 0.2933 0.0801
PAC-Bayes Flatness Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 53 0.2976 0.0790
PAC-Bayes ORIG Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 49 0.3050 0.0687
Sum of Spectral/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 34 0.3167 0.0587
PAC-Bayes INIT Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 48 0.3519 0.0357
Frobenius Distance Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 40 0.3754 0.0251
Path Norm Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 44 0.4927 0.0033
Path Norm/Margin Jiang et al., 2020, Eq. 43 0.5044 0.0026
[KF-raw-1 [ours]] Equation 3.1 [0.5428] [0.0013]
[KF-kernel-1 [ours]] Equation 3.1 [0.5428] [0.0013]
[Schatten-9 [ours]] Equation 3.2 [0.5439] [0.0008]




Artificial Intelligence has made remarkable advances, achieving capabilities
previously thought to be impossible just a few decades ago, largely by lever-
aging machine learning which provides a rich formalism for characterizing
learning and intelligence. These advances have come with considerably in-
creasing economic and ecological costs, but are recently yielding only incre-
mental improvements. This motivates a research strategy that complements
the mainstream view of accruing increasingly larger datasets and training
increasingly larger models. Thus, in this thesis, we propose ’Partition and
Decode’ (P&D), a framework for understanding a wide variety of modern
machine learning methods—including decision trees, random forests, gradi-
ent boosting trees, and deep nets with ReLU activation functions. The key
idea is that these learning methods explicitly or implicitly partitions feature
space into parts, and thus, data can be encoded by which part it resides in.
This framework motivated the study of the internal representations of each
of these approaches via considering the ’neural circuits’ that correspond to
different activation regions. Our experimental evaluations demonstrated that
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certain matrix norms of this representation correlate more strongly with gen-
eralization gap than existing complexity measures, such as PAC-Bayes based
measures and Path-Norm.
The P&D framework helps to understand and explain certain phenom-
ena, such as the double descent paradox. The double descent risk curve,
a phenomenon where test error first gets better, then worse, and then gets
better again, was recently noticed by the deep learning community and has
perplexed the machine learning world since its introduction a few years ago.
Specifically, a recent PNAS article began with, “Deep learning methodology
has revealed a surprising statistical phenomenon: overfitting can perform
well” (Bartlett et al., 2020). The classic textbook, Elements of Statistical Learn-
ing (Friedman, Hastie, and Tibshirani, 2001) further argues, “interpolating
fits. . . [are] unlikely to predict future data well at all”. We contend that neither
of these are true. That overfitting can perform well has been established in
the statistics and machine learning literature already for decades. Specifically,
there are many examples in the statistics and machine learning literature in
which interpolating classifiers, that is, classifiers with zero training error, pre-
dict future data well. What has not be clear, however, is how two seemingly
incompatible facts can both be true: first, that increasing complexity eventually
leads to worse out-of-sample performance (bias/variance or bias/complexity
trade-off); and second, that interpolating classifiers (which are incredibly
complex and often have no asymptotic bias) perform extremely well.
The key intuition to resolving this apparent paradox is that not all pa-
rameters are created equally. More specifically, sometimes parameters only
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increase representational capacity (thereby reducing bias), sometimes they
only ‘regularize’ (thereby reducing complexity), and sometimes they do a bit
of both. This fact is well-known to all machine learning practitioners. Con-
sider an over-parameterized linear regression problem (where the number of
dimensions is larger than the number of samples): what do we do? We add a
parameter which penalizes fits that are not adequately smooth, thereby regu-
larizing and reducing complexity. This parameter clearly does not add any
additional representational capacity, so this example is an existence proof that
certain parameters purely reduce complexity. While the dual role of parame-
ters is clear in linear regression, the extent to which an additional parameter
reduce bias or complexity is more complicated and confusing in nonlinear
models such as random forests and deep nets. And while it is true that the
regularization term is a hyper-parameter, it is also true that the architecture is
a hyper-parameter.
Despite many empirical and theoretical investigations into its nature, we
still lack a clear intuitive explanation that (i) fits our understanding of the bias-
variance trade-off, and (ii) accounts for the observed paradoxical phenomenon.
We argue that the key to resolving this internal conflict is to appreciate that
parameters can add both capacity and regularization, once both terms are
suitably defined. In simple linear regression scenarios, the extent to which
each parameter serves which function is clear, for example, adding a penalty
term adds a single parameter which purely regularizes, and therefore, does
not change capacity at all. Yet in modern machine learning methods, such as
random fourier features, random forests, and deep networks, the relationship
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between number of samples, number of parameters, capacity, and regulariza-
tion is often unclear and implicit. We argue that the effective dimensionality of
the internal representation of the data is a suitable and principled method for
calculating the capacity in these overparameterized algorithms. This capac-
ity estimate accounts for both explicit and implicit regularization, including
penalty terms, early stopping, approximate algorithms, and architecturally
induced regularization. A key to the success of this explanation is realizing
that deep nets, decision trees, and random forests all partition feature space.
Therefore, a reasonable and lossless internal representation of a given input to
these methods, regardless of their representational architecture or learning al-
gorithm, is its one-hot sparsely encoded activation vector. We show that with
this definition, capacity monotonically increases until the number parameters
is approximately equal to the number of samples, and then it saturates because
the internal representation is then full rank. At that point, if adding addi-
tional parameters decreases the variance of the internal representation—which
penalty terms do—generalization error begins to decrease.
We have also shown that the double descent curve can be an artifact of the
particular rules for adding parameters, quantifying complexity, and implicit
loss optimization by adding more parameters. This is because additional
trees in a random forest with deep trees are effectively regularizing, more
than they are adding capacity, much like adding an L2 penalty in linear
regression. Thus, while often the number of parameters is a good proxy for
the complexity or capacity of a decision rule, in deep nets, as in random
forests and other penalized classification/regression settings, depending on
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how one increases the number of parameters, those parameters can increase
fit or regularization. Formalizing and proving the above is of interest for
future work. Moreover, regardless of how one increases parameters, the loss
function that DF is actually optimizing, Gini impurity, exhibits the expected
monotonic behavior. Recall that in these double descent curves, there are in
fact two procedures at play: one for adding nodes, and another for optimizing
the weights of the existing nodes. It is interesting to note that to achieve
these double descent curves in various other publications, the algorithms for
growing the deep networks are often implicit. This suggests another avenue
of investigation for explaining the double-descent in deep networks would be
to better understand algorithms for growing networks, much like the theory
already in place for growing trees (Ben-Haim and Tom-Tov, 2010; Hulten,
Spencer, and Domingos, 2001; Beygelzimer, Kakade, and Langford, 2006).
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